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Claire Adam               Golden Child
Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah Friday Black
Kate Atkinson             Big Sky
Louis Bayard              Courting Mr. Lincoln
Marie Benedict           The Only Woman in the Room
Melanie Benjamin         Mistress of the Ritz
Lou Berney               November Road
Sarah Blake              The Guest Book
John Boyne                Ladder to the Sky
Elizabeth Brooks         The Orphan of Salt Winds
Alan Brennert            Daughter of Moloka’i
Nickolas Butler          Little Faith
Chris Cander             The Weight of a Piano
Candice Carty-Williams  Queenie
Diane Chamberlain        The Dream Daughter
Patrick Chamoiseau       Slave Old Man
Jennifer Chiaverini      Resistance Women
Susan Choi               Trust Exercise
Yangsze Choo             The Night Tiger
Catherine Chung          The Tenth Muse
Chanel Cleeton           When We Left Cuba
Ta-Nehisi Coates         The Water Dancer
Alyssa Cole              An Unconditional Freedom
Sara Collins             The Confessions of Frannie Langton
Paulo Coelho             Hippie
Tara Conklin             The Last Romantics
Nicole Dennis-Benn       Patsy
Samantha Downing         My Lovely Wife
Therese Fowler           A Well-Behaved Woman